Bioeconomy
field of discourse

NOTION OF NATURE

SOCIALIZATION

SOCIAL COMPARISON
ANTHROPOCENE

HUMANS AS DEFICIENT BEINGS

SOCIAL NORM

HOLISM

CIRCULAR ECONOMY
AS A CONSISTENCY STRATEGY

“I think soil should
have a voice.
I noticed that people
always treat him as
something passive.”

HUMANS AS NATURAL
AND CULTURAL BEINGS

SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION

Participant workshop SOIL

AMBIGUITIES

“Natural soil is actually already perfect.
There are of course different ones, but each
one is uniquely adapted to its environment
and has characteristics that sipmly make
sense. Imagining a soil of the future is very
strange to me.”

EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT (ESD)

CLIMATE CRISIS

Participant workshop SOIL

BIOTECHNOLOGY
AS
NATURAL ALTERNATIVE

„I think it‘s important to look at
power relations. Those who are
poor tend to have a worse access to
clean air. Everyone should have the
right to have clean air and to breathe
in his living space.”

Participant workshop AIR

„I don‘t have feelings about
plants, but I do have feelings
about myself. I didn‘t get to
know it any other way. With my
father we liked to pick berries
from somewhere when we saw
them. I don‘t know that one
should pay attention to
the bush.“
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PARTICIPANT WORKSHOP PLANTS II

„We don‘t watch comics with cute insects.
Is this due to education or culture?
A mealworm isn‘t a stuffed animal. It‘s just
not like us and that creates a distance.”
Participant workshop INSECTS

„What stuck with me is the debate:
What is worth preserving – what might
be new? You can‘t descide that after
objective criteria.“

ECONOMIZATION
“We do have a functional need for order, like in
the apartment or at the desk. But nature is chaotic. As
soon as we cannot grasp what is growing somewhere or
how, we pick up a tool. What does man want to impose
on nature, so that he perceives it as nature?”
PARTICIPANT WORKSHOP PLANTS II

“I can well imagine how chemistry found its way into
the agricultural sector. If you plod through the whole
day despite the uncertainty and then someone promises you that everything will be easier with these
means, I would probably take it too.”
Participant workshop PLANTS I

„All sorts of
supermarkets provide
organic products.
I realize that I have no idea:
When is organic real?”
Participant workshop PLANTS I

„I don‘t want my behavior to stay the same,
but the world in which I live and the resources it offers. So I have to adjust my
behavior.”
Participant workshop INSECTS

(BIO)TECHNOLOGIES COMBAT
SYMPTOMS
INSTEAD OF CAUSES

PARTICIPANT WORKSHOP PLANTS II

I

“Do we want to abandon nature for the
sake of a concrete cycle path network,
so that people seeking for relaxation from
the city can cycle in the country?
The answer is no longer that simple.”

SPIRITUALITY
OF NATURE

R ES P O N S

Participant workshop PLANTS I

L IT

MINDFULNESS
FOR NATURE

CRITICISM OF CAPITALISM

Participant workshop AIR

BI

CLOSENESS TO NATURE
AND ALIENATION

CULTIVATION AND
ORIGINALITY

LEARNING FROM THE PAST

Participant workshop AIR

„I think a lot of people believe that
air is an unlimited resource and there
is an infinite amount of it.”

SUFFICIENCY

RECIPROCITY

“Air is a gift of nature.
However, it cannot be tamed – like a tornado.
I think air should be an important natural constant
to be valued and not necessarily treated as an
economic good.”

“I realized the new hydrocultures
in the supermarket. I find that exciting.”

CONTROLLABILITY OF
TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

Participant workshop SOIL

“Genetic engineering as a narrative is becoming
commonly associated with large companies and
economic interests. This makes a great target.
But I have seen that there is also great potential in
it and I think we have to talk about it differently.“

„If there are no more pollinating insects,
we need biotechnological or other innovations
so that we are able to feed the population.“

Participant workshop PLANTS I

Participant workshop INSECTS

INSECTS
PLANTS I & II
SOIL
AIR

NOTION OF MANKIND

NOTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Gefördert vom:

We rarely think about it in everyday life, and yet our ideas
about nature, people and technology shape our actions,
our values and,

last but not least, our attitudes towards
new technologies, including in the field of bioeconomy. The
triangle of the notions of nature, mankind and technology
spans our field of discourse. Within this field are all t hose
topics that we associate with bioeconomy. According to
one‘s own topic preferences, the field of discourse is filled
differently for each person. In addition, the field is shaped by our individual relationship to nature, technology
and people, depending on our own attitudes, perspectives
and points of view. All arguments, feelings and attitudes
towards a technical development take place in this field
of discourse.

What understanding do I have of nature, mankind and technology? Are the three terms closely related for me? Or is one of
them particularly close to my heart?

What power do we exercise over nature? And how much
power does nature have over us?

We tend to use the term nature for everything which was
not created by man. But now we are exerting influence
over the entire planet. The boundaries between nature
and technology are blurring and our ideas, lifestyles and
values are changing. Challenges such as climate change,
species extinction and the provision of resources for a
growing world population require new solutions and ways.
The question arises, what are the framework conditions
for our intervention.
The exhibition MACHT NATUR invites you on a journey
through familiar and unfamiliar territory. It presents innovations, potential and risks of the bioeconomy around the
topics of insects, plants, soil and air. MACHT NATUR offers
space to take different perspectives and playfully engage
with new phenomena. How far do we want to go and where
do we draw the line?

Notion of nature, mankind and technology

The bioeconomy field of discourse is comparable to a
diverse landscape. In the development of one‘s own point
of view, the path of the SELF sometimes also leads over
hills and through valleys in which we feel uncomfortable.
Here we encounter confusion and things that question
our usual patterns and confront us with ambiguities,
contradictions and feelings of insecurity. This can result
in emotions such as disgust, anger, fear, irritation and
surprise. We can only overcome these feelings by confronting the uncanny. To do this, we have to step out of
our comfort zone and dare to climb. This can help us
to get an overview of the seemingly eerie valley and to
broaden our personal horizons.

What do bioeconomic topics trigger in me?
Where do I have a weird gut feeling?
And how do I deal with this feeling?

The Uncanny

It is complex to imagine a society in which bioeconomy is
commonplace and at the same time to find out whether
or not we want to live in this society. The SELF moves in
our field of discourse to find answers to questions about
one‘s own point of view. We explore the thematic map that
stretches between our notion of nature, man and technology. Questions of power, justice and responsibility let us
reflect on our knowledge, influence and values and connect
the SELF with the discourse topics. They lead us to our own
opinion. In doing so, we occasionally discover contradictions
within ourselves that are nevertheless an important part
of our exploration.

What do bioeconomy, power and nature have to do with me?
Which values determine my actions? Do my actions have an
impact on social developments?

What can I actually do? What is my responsibility?
What is my understanding of justice?

The questions about one‘s own power, one‘s own
responsibility and one‘s own image of justice
are guiding our discourse on the bioeconomy. They
connect directly to the SELF in the center – my SELF is
moved by the questions. A confrontation with concepts
of power, responsibility and justice let me wander
through the map shown here, explore and get to know
new positions. Sometimes blind spots appear and
sometimes you discover unfamiliar territory. The questions of power, responsibility and justice guide and
drive me on the thematic map. They help me to develop
an attitude.

The SELF

Power, responsibility, justice

MACHT NATUR

What nature do we
want to make?

1 https://www.bmel.de/DE/Landwirtschaft/Biooekonomie/biooekonomie_node.html
2 https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/ressourcenschonung/biooekonomie/

Environmental organizations are therefore standing up
for an open political and public discourse on the framework conditions of the bioeconomy.2

However, the transformation towards a bioeconomy is
more than a simple change of resources. Where food
used to be grown, raw material crops are now also grow
ing. Biodiversity needs functioning ecosystems and at
the same time fertile soil is disappearing. Technologies
must be discussed. Circular use needs to be established.

- Food security and production of healthy food
- Competitiveness and promotion of innovation
- Sustainable use of biogenic resources
- Climate and nature protection

In the bioeconomy, fossil resources are replaced by renewable resources. Plants, animals and microorganisms are
the source and model for products, services and processes. This approach is based on current challenges such as
oil shortages or plastic waste. A growing world population
that consumes more resources as well as climate change
also pose major challenges for the bioeconomy.
For this reason, the following goals were set out in the
German Policy Strategy for Bioeconomy1:

What is bioeconomy?

At the beginning of our research project Farming the
Uncanny Valley, we asked ourselves how to conduct an
in-depth discourse on bioeconomic topics. In a series of
workshops in rural and urban areas, we translated examples from current research into scenarios in order to
make aspects of a future life with bioeconomy in the living
environment tangible and discussable. At the end of our
project, we compared and sorted all statements that we
collected in the course of our workshop series in order to
analyze them and use them as a field of discourse. Our
hope is that the resulting graphic will help to orientate
oneself in the discourses and to compare positions on
different topics.

Developments in the field of the bioeconomy open up new
possibilities for us, but at the same time they question our
relationship with the environment and nature. How do we
want to deal with this personally and as society?

Bioeconomy field of discourse

